VII. Hungarian National Character:
Specific or Interactive?

Can an interdisciplinary investigation of a national culture be a legitimate field of scholarship? Such investigations are usually shunned by
some social scientists and are left to informed writers, or to sociologists
and anthropologists, although the latter usually discuss such phenomena in
generalized terms. While not really an accepted scholarly field in Hungary
either, the study of national character is nevertheless a proud tradition
developed by some of the outstanding minds of the century.
Many speculations stem from 19th-century Romantic and reformist patriotism. Later generations tended to be critical, not about the subject
and its methods but, rather, about the nationalist zeal that characterized
the investigation. Examples of this critical attitude are the following views
of the great rivals, Istvan Szechenyi and Lajos Kossuth.
Szechenyi posed a painful question: why and how could the
country's national minorities be Hungarianized if contemporary Hungarians cannot show them a positive example? Thereby he raises the still
unanswered problem of assimilation: which civilizations have the moral
right to expect their immigrants and ethnics to acquire their way of life?
Is it power, a superior civilization, or tolerance that sets the track for
assimilation? (These factors are not always mutually exclusive.) Seeing
the heartbreaking state of ancient Hungarian towns that were assigned by
the Trianon peace treaty to certain neighbouring countries, Szechenyi's
message comes through with a renewed force: conquest that destroys an
acquired culture is much less justifiable than conquest that preserves it.

Document 1. ISTVAN S Z E C H E N Y I
Shall we Hungarianize? How and by what means? All over the world
authority is followed, and as far as the Hungarians are concerned, they
can be pupils but no mentors in almost every respect. It is necessary
first to cleanse Hungarians of all their imperfections if they are to
serve as examples to others in the long run. The question remains how
this cleansing can be accomplished in the case of a nation in which
prejudice rules supreme and wisdom is seldom heeded. Furthermore,
how can we eradicate prejudices and promote wisdom in our unfortunate geographic situation which separates us from every possible ally,
and prevents us from realizing the benefits of international competition
which made other nations prosperous? Few [Hungarians] have travelled abroad, and even those who have either do not understand what
they see or, if they do, are reluctant to spell out frankly the backwardness of their poor country in comparison with other nations. Not
knowing, and therefore overestimating, his homeland, our good earthbound compatriot insists on his values and knowledge as things that
are the most rational and most practical in the world.
In his letter to Otto Herman, Kossuth poses another question: who adapts
to whom? Not a race but a specific cultural identity forms a nation. If this
nation becomes weak, can it resist assimilation by a more aggressive,
united group? This was, indeed, a sore problem of the post-compromise
decades when Hungary's nationalities became increasingly vociferous. It
would be challenging to m a k e associations between this letter and
Kossuth's idea for a Danubian Confederation which was presented in
Chapter III.

Document 2. L A J O S KOSSUTH: Letter to Otto Herman
It is a fact that today's mightiest nations are composed of heterogeneous elements. I know the process of their formation. I can give an
account of the components of the European countries which were in
one respect provided by the ruins and the traditions of the Roman
empire, and in another respect, by the influx of the Barbarians. Not
only did the mightiest nations develop from heterogeneous elements,
but even the Basques, probably the most ancient people in Europe,
found yet more ancient elements with which they mingled at the time
when they established themselves in their present homeland, probably

having fled from the sinking continent Atlantis. Even the PrussianGermans, who struggled to supremacy among the Germans, are clearly
a mixture of Slavic origin. To be sure, there is not even one pure race
around here. The Turkish Janizaries,1 who helped the Sultan Osman
and his closest thirteen descendants develop, in less than two hundred
years, into a world-shattering power from underneath two thousand
tents,2 were not of Turkish blood. I do not think, however, that the fact
that a country developed from mixed elements should provide a basis
for causal inferences. Mixed elements are parts of the process by
which a nation is formed. It is not blood but national pride which is
the result of an established collective identity. Such identity is one that
does not change. A collective characteristic feature disappears only
with disintegration. I did not think that because you, a Hungarian
citizen of German origin, have developed a strong Hungarian identity,
analogously it should follow that the Transylvanian Hungarians should
turn Wallachs in their own homeland. This is not development but
national erosion, which only the lack of national self-confidence can
explain, whereas your case is that of simple social adaptation. He who
lives in Hungary and feels an instinct to share in his nation's typical
collective life will naturally adopt this nation's typical historical
characteristics, unless he is an opponent of the idea that Hungary
should remain Hungarian. Ever since the Hungarian language recaptured the place held by Latin in public life3 this [adoption of Hungarianness by foreigners] has become a general phenomenon. And this is
so elsewhere and everywhere. Every nation state continuously incorporates foreign elements without showing signs of discouraging the
ethnic pride of the newcomers. However, if for example, the French
people who have contact with, or are surrounded by, Germans were to
become Germans en masse in their own homeland, this would certainly be evidence of the decay of their cultural pride. Thus, the fact
that nations developed from various elements is one matter; the
adjustment of some elements to their homeland's historical character is
another matter; and the Transylvanian Hungarians becoming Wallachs
in their own Hungarian ancestral land is a third matter. There is
neither causal nexus nor factual analogy among these.
After the national trauma caused by the post-World War I Trianon
peace treaty, 20th-century thinkers and writers took another, keener and
more critical look at Hungarianness. Naturally, there were also other
reactions: those dominated by self-pity, indignation, and unfounded
speculations. Yet, the names below ring with prestige for every Hungarian, even for some non-Hungarians.

Bela Bartok kept aloof f r o m politics. Political scientists are eager
to remind us, however, that every act or statement of an individual is
political. Bartok's view on the interaction of cultures is certainly a case in
point. As an intelligent commentator of the problematic methods of
defining national characteristics, Bartok denies that there are autochthonous cultures: even languages affect each other, let alone such fields of
symbolic communication as folklore (more exactly, folk music). The
degree of the presence of "foreign" elements in any culture can be
occasionally exploited for political propaganda. The case Bartok describes
is a poignant illustration of the irrational sensitivities of cultural chauvinism. While certain romantic ideals survived in various forms in Hungary,
too, few of those who inquired into the national character of this country
would have contested Bartok's view that cultures are interactive.

Document 3. B E L A B A R T 6 K : Researching Folk Songs in Our Age of
Nationalism
If we have to consider it an entirely natural process that neighbouring
languages mutually affect each other (and this neither harms the spirit
of the respective languages, nor is it a cause for humiliation), then this
thesis is even more valid for the mutual exchange of folkloric products. We should not forget, that it is virtually impossible that out of a
few hundred nations in this world even the smallest one would only
have primeval folksong scores. If the researchers subsequently have to
ascertain the presence of a more or less significant interaction, foreign
influence or foreign origins in or among the musical phenomena of
various peoples, then these ascertainments will not be too favourable
for these peoples. We should keep in mind, however, that such "unfavourable" ascertainments neither justify a feeling of inferiority, nor
are they suitable to be exploited for political ends. Namely, where folk
music still lives and blossoms in the true sense of the word, its
mechanical adoption is impossible, since the borrowed material will
change regardless, due to the new environment. It will acquire some
kind of a local "national" character, its origins notwithstanding. As for
political manipulation, it is true that, wherever politics begin, art and
science, law and consideration cease to exist.
Let us not waste any more words on the depiction of such
possibilities which would, in any case, lead to the death of researching
folk music.

Naturally, we can mostly bring up examples for such controversies from our own country. In the second half of the last century,
for instance, a controversy flared up concerning the well-known text of
the ballad about Clement the Mason (Komives Kelemen). This was the
famous "wild rose" case, triggered by Janos Kriza's collection of folk
songs titled Vadrozsak (Wild Roses), in which he printed, for the first
time, the text of the ballad of Clement the Mason.4 Just as soon as this
Hungarian ballad text appeared, a storm broke out: Romanian folklorists accused Kriza of committing premeditated forgery. And all this for
what? Because the variations of this ballad are well known by the
Romanians - what is more, a few of these had already been published.
Kriza (who probably didn't even know Romanian) naturally was not
aware that such Romanian text existed. On the other hand, the respective Romanian folklorists totally ignored the fact that the text of the
Hungarian ballad under attack was completely dissimilar in character
to the Romanian versions, which makes the supposition entirely
impossible that fabrication had taken place (meaning that men with
literary education knowingly translated a Romanian text). Nowadays,
when we realize that this ballad text is known throughout the Balkans,
such bickering seems infinitely ridiculous.
Another example has to do with me personally. In my publications I established already long time ago that the folk songs from a
relatively small Romanian area bordering the Transylvanian Szekely5
territory had come under strong Szekely-Hungarian influence. This
influence was evident in about twenty-five percent of the entire
Transylvanian Romanian material with which I was familiar. This
proven fact was sufficient for certain Romanian publicists to attack me
viciously. In their attacks they didn't even raise any counter-arguments.
Obviously they considered it an insult against all Romanians to state
that one-quarter of the Transylvanian Romanian folk songs had been
influenced by Hungarian folk songs. My attackers even accused me of
committing this insult out of political considerations.
Luckily, one does not meet such degenerate sensitivity
everywhere. For example, in my works I established that approximately twenty percent of the Slovakian6 folk song material shows
Hungarian influence. I also established that some forty percent of the
Hungarian material is foreign, mostly demonstrating northern
Moravian-Slovak influences. To my knowledge this information did
not upset anyone in Czechoslovakia or in Hungary.
The ideological tensions in our age, unfortunately, promote
the spread of such sick biases instead of leaving room for an objective

view. If, however, the above outlined bias becomes more and more
widespread in scholarly arguments, then scholarship is doomed.
In the interwar years Hungary's relation to the neighbouring states
became a central topic of discussion not only in Bartok's writings but in
those of other Hungarian intellectuals. Many ideas brought up and sensitivities were stirred. Laszlo Nemeth — thinker, writer, and a gadfly of the
1930s and 1940s — issued a statement about his plans as newly-appointed head of the Hungarian Radio's cultural section. Better knowledge
of the peoples living around Hungary was one of his goals. This was an
unpopular idea in the eyes of many compatriots, especially the hundreds
of thousands who had been ruthlessly expelled from their ancient homeland. Public sentiments were hostile to the peoples in surrounding countries who were all beneficiaries of the spoils of war, large Hungarian
territories awarded to them in the Trianon Treaty. Nemeth thought that
confrontation was counterproductive and detrimental to the interest of the
detached Hungarian minorities. Besides, he feared a new form of selfisolation threatening Hungary.
Mihaly Babits was another thinker and writer of the epoch, at
least of the same stature as Nemeth. He was a pan-Europeanist with a
strong Western bias. In his opinion, Nemeth wanted to juxtapose Hungary
with newly-established or newly-enlarged neighbouring countries whose
identity was based on the principle of ethnicity, unlike Hungary's onethousand-year-old statehood. Naturally, this was an exaggerated interpretation of Nemeth's view which may have been interpreted as "know thy
enemy." Yet, Babits seldom compromised, and was either unwilling or
unable to penetrate Nemeth's elusive and often obscure style. The controversy of the two eminent men tore open an old Hungarian dilemma, and
also had prophetic relevance for the second half of our century when the
dictates of cynical politicians once again forced nations of very different
backgrounds together in an unwanted, artificial power group under the
aegis of the Soviet Union.

Document 4. L A S Z L 6 N E M E T H :

Orientation

Our nation lives in the society of nations. As individual behaviour can
be pro-social or antisocial, so do nations either know or not know how
to behave. Great nations, under exceptional circumstances, may afford
to be eccentric. The fate of small nations, like that of small people,

depends on their social behaviour. It is not true that the state is fenced
off and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs is its sole contact with the
world beyond the fence. The entire nation must be taught a sense for
foreign affairs, since diplomacy is successful only when it is helped by
the whole nation's social sense. The prerequisite of correct behaviour is
knowledge. [...]
Our minorities live wedged in foreign states and have long
noticed that if they want to survive, they are the ones who have the
most reason to orient themselves about the cultural, economic and
political conditions of these states. We, living on this side of the
borders, are content with the phrases adopted after Trianon. We wait
for the earthquake that will shatter these countries, but until then we
almost consider it a patriotic virtue that we should know nothing about
them, nor learn their languages. It is worth for Italy to maintain a
whole Oriental Institute and publish massive volumes (although of
very poor quality) about the countries of the Danubian Basin. For us,
the substitutes for such an institute are the fragmented and biased
reports of newspapers. [...]
The Hungarian nation does not have a greater interest today
than to loosen the borders that cut us off from one quarter of our
people. In order to achieve this, it has to weaken the nationalism of
the surrounding peoples. These peoples of the Danubian Basin formed
parts of a great empire throughout centuries. The radio cannot come
out in support of political goals, but it can spell out a common past
and a common fate by disclosing the ancient cultural interaction in
language, folk art, and the arts among the peoples of this vast territory.

M I H A L Y BAB ITS: With Shield and

Spear

The situation of Hungarians has never been more precarious. In order
to keep our status we need all our values and self-esteem. Then comes
this writer [Laszlo Nemeth] and wants us to deny the better part of our
values and self-esteem of which we can be especially proud. His
notion threatens to undermine the authenticity of the European character of our culture in our eyes. What this would mean should be clear
to anyone who truly absorbed our national culture. The devaluation of
everything that is modern and European in the Hungarian spirit is a
step that would make us the beggars of the world. Not without reason
did one of our writers call what Laszlo Nemeth expects of Hungarians
"self-mutilation." Also Gyula Szekfu warned us about the historical
perils of this self-mutilation when he wrote: "We will end up in the

community of Eastern European peasant states, except that our future
brothers, the Romanians and the Slavs, will boast of a richer past,
since they won't sacrifice their own great writers on the altar of an
ethnic collectivity."7
[...] Hungarian culture derives from Saint Steven, our first
king who launched it nine hundred years ago. Since then, it has progressed in the spirit of his legacy, impeded from time to time, but
never really diverted from its direction. Naturally, it has drawn from
many deep sources, among them Balkan and Slavic ones. Still, our
culture is neither Balkan nor Slavic but Western European in its
character. [...]
This character was nevertheless not shaped by a Western
European "influence." Siblings do not resemble each other because
they imitate each other. If we recognize a Western character in our
literature, it does not mean that the specifically Hungarian flavour is
missing. There is not only one Western European literature. As much
as one cannot mistake an English poet for a French one, so too the
Hungarian poet is distinct from a foreign one. It holds true at least of
the greatest ones, who are the true representatives of our national
spirit. [...]
Would it not be sheer frenzy and catastrophe to discard this
glorious and almost one-thousand-year-old treasure, and to underrate it
in favour of the absurd and perverted illusion that we should revert the
process which has widened the scope of our culture so marvellously?
All this so as to make us a spiritual dwarf among the others, once our
country has shrunk? How would we thereby get closer to the small
nations around us, once they have started to evolve toward Europe
themselves, not wanting to remain small? [...] Why should we condemn the assimilation of German and Western European impetuses
and, at the same time, cheer the influence of the Balkans which is
endlessly more alien to us? [...]
From his polemical answer to Nemeth, Babits may appear as a writer of
strong opinions expressed in generalities. Yet, the most subtle analysis of
what it means to be a Hungarian is attributed to him, or rather, to an
eighty-page essay that he wrote for a collective volume by various
authors. "On the Characteristics of the Hungarians" is an amazing work
which probably has no equivalent in better-known literatures. What sense
would it make for the English, French, or Americans to ask the question
what spiritual resources make them survive and grow? Yet for smaller,
often threatened nations, the question of "Hungarianness" (or "Irishness,"

"Finnishness", etc.) is a reminder of their identity in times when the very
basis of their survival is threatened.
Considering the time (the late 1930s) when Babits wrote this
essay, one of his most important theses is that Hungarians are not a
homogeneous race. Nowadays this may seem more than natural (since
even the concept of "race" has been challenged), yet in its own time it
was an expression of defiance against the dark, yet tragically fashionable
ideas of the epoch. Also, the refusal of ethnic chauvinism, attributing only
good characteristics to the Hungarians, should be noted. Babits thought, as
did the great reformists whom we met earlier (such as Berzeviczy,
Berzsenyi, and Szechenyi), that self-criticism was as important a part of
national consciousness as the recognition of positive characteristics.

Document 5. M I H A L Y BABITS: On the Characteristics
ans

of the

Hungari-

"What makes one a Hungarian?" A peculiar question, seemingly
entirely simple, yet actually highly complicated. As a matter of fact, it
is even difficult to understand, not to mention answer it. What is a
Hungarian? Is it an unnecessary question or a natural one? It wells up
in us like a problem of existence, appearing timely and pressing. We
have never asked it more anxiously than today. If forced into a corner,
however, it turns out that actually we don't quite know what we are
asking. [...]
Is it a racial trait to be a Hungarian? Not exactly, or not at
all. On no account is the distinct feature some bodily or tribal characteristic which is physically inheritable. I can't hope to learn much
about what I am searching for through anthropological research. Petofi,
who was not a full-blooded Hungarian, says more about what I seek
than the whole science of anthropology. Hungarianness, whose essence
I am inquiring into, is a historical phenomenon. As it developed
historically, it is not a physical but a spiritual product. Heredity, which
insures its continuity, is not physical but spiritual. The effect of
physical inheritance is rather to the contrary here, as it keeps contributing colour and variation. Surely the Hungarian is a mixed race and has
been constantly mixing since the time of Saint Steven and almost
certainly already before then. I wonder what it is that we could rightly
call the oldest basic layer, the "ancient Hungarian"? And, is this still
identical with what we recognize as Hungarian today? Has it not

become unrecognizable as it gained more and more colour and richness in the course of the passing centuries?
How can I grasp such a constantly changing, temporal reality
which, like a growing plant through the seasons, extends its life
throughout a millennium? A difficult methodological question. Should
I try to return to the ancient origins and envision the seed which as yet
does not resemble the developed plant? Or, should I just care for the
plant the present conditions? Or else, does this current state already
represent a stage of decay, as the time of blooming has passed us by
now, and should I find the true Magyars somewhere in-between now
and then, in one of the glorious phases of our newer history? [...]
Of course, all these changing images are real. But neither one
is the whole face of the Magyars. Occasionally they barely resemble
one another, and some look practically like strangers to us. They gain
their meaning and identity from the preceding and the following
pictures in a sequence. I have to take into consideration the whole, see
the past and the present simultaneously, like looking at the edge and
the centre of a picture at the same time.
In a word, Hungarianness is something alive and its dimensions exist in time. I cannot base the examination of its essence merely
on the knowledge of today's form. This would be inadequate: a flat
dimension devoid of depth, on the fleeting surface of the present. Only
a comparison with other dimensions can suggest the enduring essence.
On the other hand, the exploration and recollection of the ancient or
"original" Magyar would be just as insufficient a basis for an investigation, even if we assume that such an investigation is possible at all.
The Hungarian essence which lives within me means much more than,
and is entirely different from, the ancient and "original" one. I do not
want to restore the ancient state — instead, I inquire into the nature
and meaning of this current Hungarianness that lives within us. For
this inquiry, I need to recall our whole history, past and recent alike.
[...]
I myself first arrived at the problem in the following manner.
In one of my early essays I examined the value of Hungarian literature
from the angle of world literature. For this research it seemed necessary to portray the "Hungarian character" the same way as a critic
portrays the characteristics of the writer whose work he is reviewing.
He tries to represent the contradictory facts in unity, and gropes about
hopelessly toward some dominating quality. Of course, my assignment
was different to a certain extent, and it was also much more complicated. Instead of a writer, I had to criticize or praise a collective being:
an entire people, a nation. I had to analyze the colours of the Hungar-

ian mental landscape and trace the extremities of our nation's soul.
Only by doing so could I hope to surmise the barriers which form the
contours of the national character. My work could not be anything but
an attempt. My method was the same as the one utilized by critics for
the characterization of writers. I made use of the biographical facts at
my disposal, that is, national history itself. I based my ascertainments
mostly on literary works: those of our most prominent poets. They
reveal the depth of the Hungarian soul most sincerely, even if unintentionally. Surely, great literature can only draw from mental reality, and
what has once bloomed in poetry must have deep roots in the soul.
Recent examiners of the dilemma, who were motivated by the
tragic turn of Hungary's fate after the war,* seemed to follow a similar
method. Uncertainty took hold of us, and destiny and danger had never
compelled us more directly to understand ourselves. The existential
problem of our nation was pressed into the foreground, and the study
of the "national character" became fashionable. The tendency of
European nationalism also favoured this search. Books and studies deal
more frequently with the question of the Magyar character, and most
of the time they, too, start with quotes from our poets and philosophers. This is not really my method. Such analyses do not cite those
texts in which the Hungarian soul reveals its secrets sort of involuntarily, without a distinct and conscious intention. Instead, their authors
search for declarations, conscious confessions, or the revelations of
important Hungarians on their being Hungarians, which they use as
authoritative arguments to reinforce their own assumptions.
This is different from my method: more comfortable and
more dubious. Poetry emerging from the subconscious always tells the
truth about the soul. On the other hand, many factors influence the
deliberate and conscious revelations. The words of the patriots and
national prophets rarely serve objective goals. We should rather see in
these the eruption of their shocks and desires. They may have political
and educational intentions, and these were dictated by the ideals of the
time, which may not have been Hungarian ideals. A love poem is a
more trustworthy source with regard to the Hungarian character than
the same poet's most beautiful exclamations about Hungarianness.
Besides, in what differing shapes have we Hungarians seen ourselves!
In various works of the very same poet I can find the most contradictory national profiles. There is scarcely anything which I could not
verify with quotations from Ady,y for example.
Today's researcher is far from being an indifferent scholar.
The study of the Hungarian character for him is not a goal in itself.
What really interests him is Hungarian fate. Under the influence of

events, and according to his political hopes and fears, he has already
established his own theory. In order to reinforce this theory of fate
"scientifically," he has a need for grasping the concept of the Hungarian character. He sees a secret connection between fate and character,
and unintentionally he looks for a method with the help of which he
can satisfactorily portray this character according to his theory of
destiny. For this, the most suitable method happens to be one which
collects the thoughts of the great Hungarian spirits regarding their idea
of their homeland. From this collection, our researchers can select
those ideas which fit into their prefabricated construction of thoughts.
[...]
[Even this method poses problems.] The great Hungarian
spirits are at the same time the great travellers and students. They say
a nation lives in the few; but then, these are the ones in whom the
nation changes the most and diverges from itself. Instead of "high
culture," perhaps we should turn to "low culture".10 If we get lost in
the labyrinth of civilization, maybe the primeval time can show the
way. Anyway, in the Hungarian tradition we like to regard the ancient,
ethnic, and primitive as being the most Hungarian. Folklore teaches us,
however, that often precisely these traces are the most international.
The ancient popular customs, folk tales and ballads are repeated worldwide. Where can we find, then, Hungarianness itself in a pure and
peculiar form, or how can we segregate that like an element which
only abounds in compounds?
National pride inspires us to see something peculiarly Hungarian in everything which is brave, noble and attractive. For us, the most
persuasive and reassuring thing is to look for the national character in
the unsophisticated, patriarchal, and spontaneously noble behaviour and
mentality. It is easy to make ourselves believe that this is a relic from
ancient layers of race, which does not appear as an improbable idealization, since it is associated with the imagined roughness and primitiveness of the past. This roughness and primitiveness raises, mainly,
the notion of power; therefore, it is not at all offensive or shameful.
This whole train of thought is so inviting that it emerges to all people
with the same obviousness. The result is that almost every nation likes
to depict its own ideal type in similar ways. Hungarians think of
themselves as hospitable, gallant, warlike, proud, brave and frank. But
if you ask a Castilian or a Serb, he too will describe his compatriots as
hospitable, gallant, warlike, proud, brave and frank. What's more, the
Japanese or the Arabs would do the same. All of them lay claim to
these simple virtues.

This kind of "national character," which is actually quite
international, was also fed by literature. The very first self-idealization
was that of the Romans: they were the ones whom the problem of
national character preoccupied first. The Greeks faced only "Barbarians," not nations of their equal. The conflict of the Spartans and the
Athenians was not that of two nations - instead, two poles of one and
the same nation's soul challenged each other. The more reason did the
Romans have, precisely vis-a-vis the Greeks, to feel different. And it is
understandable that the features of their national self-image were
formed by the grudge they bore against the cultured and refined
Greeks. This is how the Latin poets developed their ideal of the
Golden Age that found the proto-Roman in the primeval, the unsophisticated, and the rustic. Nations in more recent times adopted this
ready-made ideal under the influence of classical civilization, and we
cannot be surprised if, for example, Berzsenyi's conception of the real
Hungarian resembled that which already Horace had evoked with a
sceptical sigh as the true Roman ideal.
This tendency, which searched for a true national character in
the primitive and the ancient, was further strengthened by every new
trend in our culture. Hence the excessive comfort that our romanticists
found in the shine of old glory. Or, there is the popular democratism
of our national classicist poets." We should also remember the historical outlook12 of the post-Compromise era,13 which attempted to revert
to the roots in every respect and was interested in the models of the
past.
It is, however, precisely the historical viewpoint which could
serve as a reminder that we can grasp the essence of a spiritual
presence only in its full temporal extension. The germ may foretell the
fruit, and the physicist can safely extrapolate a complicated process
from the knowledge of initial velocity. The spiritual sphere is nevertheless the realm of independence. Here, every second brings something new, and the true essence can be observed only retrospectively,
in consideration of its total past. Ancient and primitive traces are not
any more important in this process than the more recent ones. In fact,
the actual intellectual phenomenon becomes ever richer and more
colourful in the course of its development, and thereby distances itself
from other phenomena more distinctly than in its primitive state. Just
as peasant culture is more international than upper class culture,
likewise one has to refute the contention that simple peasant life is
more typically /national than the life of the upper classes. On the
contrary, the life of simple people shows surprising similarities everywhere, and differs only in attire and appearance rather than character

and thought. Maupassant's peasants are not much different from
Zsigmond Moricz's peasants.14 Often we fall upon a foreign proverb or
a minor trait characterizing the folklore of a strange people that we
would find just as typical if anybody mentioned it to characterize our
people's mentality. In descriptions of a Russian milieu we sense
Hungarian traits, just because we confuse their peasants with ours.
In the same vein, we should not overestimate the scant data of
Hungarian prehistory. The chronicles recorded these data rather dryly,
in an abstract manner, and with an international one-dimensionality.
The Middle Ages, whose relics they are, was a period of an abstract
perspective and international spirit. Scholars practically dissect each
word, so as to find significations in them which far outgrow their real
meaning. [...]
Hungarians are a mixed race, but it does not mean that their
collective character is not integral. The Hungarian people did not
develop from the union of two or three races, as did for example the
English, but from the small fragments of numerous races that merged
into one single, strong stock. This is why we became more homogeneous, yet more colourful than many other peoples, in our spirit and in
the culture that expresses this spirit. The stronger stock that merged
the others has actually disappeared already beneath the layers of the
peoples that it attracted, and its purity was probably questionable as
early as the beginning of our history; every doubt is possible here. It
nevertheless bequeathed its unity to the newly established community's
spirit and culture which continued its work as an amalgamating force.
Of course, we must not mistake this for a high, conscious culture,
complete with literature and artistic masterpieces. At a basic level
language itself is culture. The Hungarians have solved their language
problem in quite a different manner than the English or French who,
too, were once mixed races, no matter how united they appear now.
English is also a mixed language whose elements are clearly separable
even today. On the other hand, French adopted a civilized foreign
language, namely Latin, in order to destroy and redevelop it. In the
case of Hungarian, the language of the victorious stock won. People
brought their language from their distant country of origin. Therefore,
it is a strange, almost exotic language, entirely different from those
peoples' tongues who were either autochthonous dwellers of our
homeland or moved in later and were slowly assimilated. It is understandable that our language could not mix with theirs, not even adopt
their essential elements that could have changed its special character.
Yet, their influence enriched Hungarian, and made it more colourful
and heterogeneous, while leaving it also more coherent and specific

than any other European language. [...] This language was the first one
to take over the role of the vanished and diluted ancient race, in order
to preserve and shape the spiritual product that we call Hungarian. "A
nation lives in its language,"15 as they used to say once, and this
proverb is almost verbatim true for the Hungarian nation. "A language
affects a nation almost as if by some magic power, and vice versa,"
wrote Istvan Szechenyi in his work Light. These days, it is fashionable
to belittle the role of language. It is, however, precisely the Hungarians
who can least afford to do this. Knowledge of the Hungarian language
itself does not make one a Hungarian. The wires alone don't generate
electric current. The Hungarian language is a medium, a "wire," in
which the live spiritual current of the Hungarians throbs on. [...]
Just as the Hungarian language differs greatly from any other,
so does our nation stand alone in Europe. This surrounded country, a
small world in itself, was an ideal location for Hungarians where they
could preserve their distinct existence, so close to, yet so far from,
Europe. Those who are nowadays searching for the secret of the
Hungarian soul often mention the "frontier spirit." By this they mean
the peculiar inclination of the Hungarians to fence in and dig in
themselves. If the choice of the country was influenced by this tendency, nobody could have come upon a better location.
Do we have to infer from this aloofness another, nowadays
equally often mentioned, tendency — that of Hungarian "finitism"?16
The wish to be intentionally stranded, to be isolated from life, a
morbid thirst for permanent closure which is the suicide of the spirit?
One thing is certain: no matter how entrenched the homeland was that
we acquired, we could not hide away from the experiences here, even
if there hadn't been any gates on the fortification. [But there were.]
Many people and things that were foreign to us flowed into our land
through these gates in the past. This land has, in itself, given us a lot
of exciting experiences. [...]
Our beautiful homeland is in a bad location: at the borderland
between the East and the West, the crossroads of peoples, and the
meeting-point of cultures. The Hungarian sat down here, under the
Carpathian bulwark, like a shepherd sits down in a storm and wraps
himself in his sheepskins. When the rain pours, everyone is a finitist.
Indeed, we cannot call combativeness a separate, particularly "Hungarian" trait. What if we had given up fighting?
The warlike nature which Hungarians brought with them from
the East was like that of all nomadic peoples. [...] Hungarian history is
a series of hardships and improbabilities. From the summits of shining
glory we fell into abysses that threatened us with eradication. We were

alone and defenceless: frontiers did not protect us, we had to protect
the frontiers. We were an obstacle in the eye of mightier powers which
stared at each other ravenously across our country. We had to fight,
even if it seemed hopeless. [...]
Hungarians are not a people of ideas and slogans.17 They
supported the evolution of European ideas, but were not affected by
these so much as to alter their identity. At most they died for these
ideas. Even then, they lived for their own possessions, their own truth,
and they lived according to their own way. This causes them to appear
unprincipled. [...] Until very recently, the Hungarian homeland meant
the Hungarian nation, and this nation consisted of the nobility only. It
constituted virtually a large family, regardless of how open, or, as
social scientists put it, exogamous, it was. With his love of sluggish
comfort and hospitable oriental conservatism, the Hungarian felt snug
amidst his big family. It was already mentioned that the true basis of
Hungarian patriotism was the love of home and family. A certain
warm familial pride evolved in Hungarians, rather different from the
so-called national pride of other peoples. They jealously guarded their
big family's tranquility and dignity against any disturbance.
"Don't bother me": this is the essence of Hungarian freedom,
as it was understood over the centuries. Do not disturb my tranquility,
inertia, comfort. "My house is my castle," as the English say, whose
constitution was akin to the Hungarian precisely for this reason.18 The
essence of the Hungarian constitution and love of freedom can also be
compressed into Miklos Zrinyi's slogan: "Do not hurt the Hungarians!"19 In effect, all of our national struggles meant the defense of our
ancient national tranquility, national comfort, and phlegmatic national
dignity against disturbances and infringements. While on the one hand
indignation about European innovations stems from this feeling of
snugness, on the other hand those innovations themselves, and the
national reform movements, were also consequences of the very same
defiance. [...]
Nevertheless, Hungarians are an observant and open-minded
people. Hungarian and European cultures have progressed together in
unity for the past nine hundred years. Our openness developed from
profound life experiences and for historical reasons. Our kind is
inherently open-hearted and has treated strangers with hospitality for a
thousand years. Our language was able to absorb the most diverse
elements without losing its fundamental character. The colourfulness of
our country and the turmoil of our history inured us to continual arrays
of impressions and to the alternation of experiences. We receive
intellectual experience with the same open-mindedness also. One pride

of our literature is the multitude and aesthetic quality of translations of
world literature into Hungarian. [...]
Our small and unknown people created a remarkably sizeable
literature and art of high value which hold its own compared with the
accomplishments of mighty nations not just in individual achievements
but also as a whole. It is impossible for me not to see and feel this,
despite the self-restraint with which I tried to judge it. Today, when
culture's soul and strength seem to be decaying in all of Europe, the
torn and humiliated Hungarian still upholds his literary and artistic
standard, which stands not at all below the best of Western standards.
It is an odd phenomenon, but not inconceivable. Our people
may be slow in action, but it is susceptible and rich in perception. In
fact, the two things are deeply connected as fundamentally one and the
same. We are not an active, but a contemplating people. We have
already lived, for a millennium, in this country which offers continuous surprises, exposed to high-level Western culture. The openness of
our spirit and our receptiveness are much greater than the freedom of
our movement or the temptations of our possibilities. We look upon
matters of the world with a certain doubt and indifference. And the
strength, which for other peoples is released and consumed by action,
changes in us to an internal richness, to a secret wealth of the soul.
This wealth accumulates apparently uselessly, does not become
manifested, does not make us wittier nor more skilful; rather, it impedes action and life even more. But sometimes, amidst fortunate
circumstances, when the rare interaction of chance motives and
opportunities allows it, a creation arises like a sprouting spring from
the soaked ground, to which another creation reacts from somewhere
nearby. The sequence of creations breaks periodically: conditions
barely allow it to grow into an uninterrupted culture. The sources
repeatedly dry up, like water in the sand. They do not nourish the
spirits of the nation's millions. Our creations do not affect the wider
strata of society. And who knows, will they survive into the future at
all in these turbulent times? Will they reach the distant lands to spread
the news of the wealth of the Hungarian spirit? Nevertheless, they
exist, they are here, and the fact remains that a small nation that came
from afar, brotherless, warlike and wartorn, could become, in one of
Europe's hidden and tormented corners, the faithful custodian of the
great Western culture.
Such people have completely different conditions of existence
than those of the active nations which achieve through their actions.
They do not need so much collective discipline but rather peace and
freedom — the freedom of private life, which allows for tranquil

meditation and work. The Hungarian people, traditionally and according to common knowledge, are a people for freedom. Their attitude is
irreparably individualistic. Those who wanted to deal with it often
considered it undisciplinable. However, the discipline is not lacking,
but this is not the discipline forced on the masses in order to achieve a
concerted action. Hungarian discipline is the product of individual
calmness and contemplative superiority. It does not contradict personal
freedom, in fact it assumes it. Hungarian discipline is equivalent to
Hungarian coolness. This coolness is itself the Hungarian freedom, the
contemplating free spirit, which makes one feel master in his own
house, in his life, and looks at the world with wisdom, ascendancy,
and with an open mind. This sort of freedom can make the Hungarian
creative, that is to say, happy.
I arrived at the point from where the entire dialectic of
Hungarian life is clearly visible. The metaphysician, who says that the
varied and typical Hungarian mentality lacks dialectic and fruitful
contrasts, is wrong. By no means does it stand that the Hungarian
existence is "unproblematic." And it is not enough here to think only
of the evident and generally known problem: the endless conflict of
East and West among us and within us. Also deeper dialectic conflicts
strain our national spirit. We are a realistic, sober people and at the
same time upholders of a Platonic law. We are warlike and a battlehardened people, and still, we always ensured and advanced our
national existence by way of making peace and wise political compromises. Our spirit is meditating, indifferent and doubt-filled; nevertheless, we are a truly political people. Nearing compulsion is our passionate and burning desire for action. On the other hand, our meditating way of life and our whole spiritual structure point to creation in
place of action.
These many conflicts cannot be barren and unproductive. The
soul's inner conflicts may cause pain, but at the same time they bring
life, too, and new energy for the future. [...] Perhaps our strength
stems precisely from our difficulties and suffering. [...] A mission for
the Hungarian may also be non-action. In this, we are still related to
the wise and eternally calm East. For us, our calling could be — to
use our forefathers' favourite words — passive resistance: Opposing
overbearing foreigners, a world that ignores the sacred ancient rights,
worships raw violence, and cannot tolerate the individual's freedom,
the tranquility of contemplation and the happiness of creation. [...]
Hungarians today perform their duty also by maintaining their
ancient, noble and fruitful inactivity. Around us the slogans of innovation hum and we truly must take action; as long as we live, there is a

continuous need for change. But for us, this is only a necessity and a
means rather than a pleasure and an aim. And woe to the Hungarian if
once he completely loses his inherited national inertia, this splendid
and wise sluggishness, which served him well for a thousand years. He
does the greatest service to the world if he preserves his national
characteristics and stays as he is. We are a nation, in the world's old,
spiritual, legal and moral sense. We are not a race among rival races,
not some wretched, little striving factor on the battlefield of large,
formidable powers. [...]
The above excerpts constitute only a small part of the remarkable treatises, yet even these provide enough food for thought. Especially, one
should realize that such semi-philosophical inventories of national characteristics are no narcissistic, self-gratifying speculations. While the authors'
methods are subjective, the genre could serve the attempt at self-examination and self-definition of nations whose identity often comes into question, although for diverse reasons. Mostly because of its young history
and multi-ethnicity, Canada is one such nation.

